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Image Skincare introduces new products

Cosmeceutical brand Image Skincare has
revealed a host of new products, adding to
its already extensive range.
First up is Vital C Hydrating Hand and
Body Lotion, with a plant complex that
supports the skin’s natural moisturising
factors and improves hydration, while
antioxidant
metabiotic
resveratrol
promotes skin density. The lotion also
contains macadamia and jojoba oils and
shea butter.
Billed as a “fourth generation”

sheet mask, I Mask is a biomolecular
hydrogel mask with mineral-rich Jeju
volcanic oxygen water to detoxify. The
rejuvenating mask contains brightening
botanicals with hyaluronic acid and a
copper peptide complex to help reduce
fine lines and wrinkles.
There is also a new professional peel, I
Peel Lightening Lift Forte, which contains
50% lactic acid for exfoliation and
botanical bearberry to have a lightening
effect, in an organic aloe vera gel base. For

Alumier MD launches
Bright & Clear Solution
Alumier Labs UK has
launched Alumier MD
Bright & Clear Solution
Billed as a refreshing
skin-conditioning formula,
the product is designed
to encourage skin cell
turnover for a radiant
complexion.
It contains lactic acid to
exfoliate dead cells and
strengthen skin, bisabolol
and arnica to soothe, AHArich lime pearl to promote
a more even tone; and
superox-C, an antioxidant
extracted from the Kakadu
plum, claimed to be the
world’s richest source of
vitamin C.
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lips, Ormedic Sheer Pink Lip Enhancement
Complex is a gloss with messenger
peptides to stimulate collagen renewal
and nourishing organic avocado oil.
Finally, Ageless Total Overnight Retinol
Masque uses a kemspheres delivery
system to allow pure retinol to be easily
absorbed in a stable form, resulting in less
irritation. The masque claims to increase
firmness, reduce the appearance of fine
lines and wrinkles and “improve skin
imperfections”.

pH Formula introduces TCA Touch
pH Formula has introduced the TCA Touch MD Line. TCA
Touch has the ability to control penetration, resulting in a
non-aggressive and multi-functional treatment.
The concentration of 30% TCA results in intense
stimulation and cell renewal.
Combined with the delivery complex PH-DVC™, this
ensures the rapid delivery of the TCA molecules into the
deeper layers with no superficial trauma and excellent skin
tolerance.
The benefits are an instant lifting effect, no persistent
erythema, no risk of post inflammatory hyperpigmentation
(PIH) and no peeling or downtime. The non-aggressive
approach makes TCA Touch a safe and highly effective
method for managing a variety of skin concerns that is
suitable for all skin types. The treatment can also be applied
throughout the year.
Dr Terry Loong, integrative cosmetic and skin doctor
commented, "In this modern day where patients want fast,
effective results without the downtime, I love the TCA
Touch with its clever delivery system to offer my patients
all the benefits of a skin resurfacing treatment without the
common aggression of one."

